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Previously, Copenhagen’s nightlife comprised 
of strip clubs and nightclubs, with no establish-
ment using the term Gentlemen’s Club.

Then Angels Club was established, with the 
view to offering a completely new and exclusive 
experience for the discerning visitor. As the 
only true Gentlemen’s Club in this bustling city, 
the establishment firmly believes in treating 
everyone with respect and providing its visitors 
with a safe and welcoming environment in 
which to relax and unwind.

As such, over the years Angels Club has 
become renowned as the most exclusive and 
welcoming Gentlemen’s Club in Copenhagen, 
with its dedicated team of staff boasting 
extensive experience in the hospitality market 
and able to offer guests an unforgettable 
experience. 

Greeted at the door, guests to the Angels 
Club can avail themselves of the cloakroom 
facilities, then enter into this friendly space 
where no guest is forgotten. The comfort and 
relaxation of guests is paramount to the club’s 
team, and as such rules are explained at the 
door so that everyone, be they regular guests 
or first-time visitors, can enjoy the Angels Club 
experience in a safe space.

There are delicious drinks on offer at the bar, 
including the house ‘Angel Champagne’, and 
a range of some of the world’s most exclusive 
and rare Champagnes on offer, so that guests 
have their pick of the best of the best.

The most exclusive 
gentlemen’s entertainment 
lounge in Copenhagen, 
Angels Club welcomes 
guests from far and wide 
to sample its exceptional 
hospitality and friendly 
atmosphere. In celebration of 
the establishment’s win in this 
year’s Hospitality Awards we 
profile it and share an overview 
of the secrets behind its 
success. 
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Some of the world’s top dancers are on hand 
all night to entertain guests, who can enjoy 
the show on the main stage or a private dance 
in one of the club’s booths. Every aspect of 
the Angels Club is designed with the guest in 
mind, from the dancing through to the setting. 
Class and elegance are paramount, and as 
such the club’s staff are all expertly groomed 
and well-versed in providing exceptional 
service.

Led by an expert team of Managers with 
more than 25 years of experience in the 
service industry, working at the top hotels and 
restaurants in Copenhagen, the talented team 
at the Angels Club is able to ensure that every 
evening goes without a hitch. From bachelor 
parties through to corporate bonding seasons, 
every celebration can be expertly planned and 
executed by the establishment’s dedicated 
staff. 

Each detail is designed with comfort, luxury 
and decadence in mind, down to the towels in 
the bathroom and the furnishings in the club. 
Over the years the Angels Club has gained 
many regular visitors, and they all return 
thanks to the quality of the performances, the 
professional service, the discreetness and the 
exclusive environment.

Such exceptional service and luxury come at 
a premium, but Angels Club knows that quality 
costs more, and as such it only welcomes 
the most discerning of visitors who are willing 
to pay a premium in order to enjoy only the 
best entertainment, alcohol and surroundings. 
Every guest’s feedback is welcomed and 
taken into account, so that the club’s team 
can improve their service offering and ensure 
every guest enjoys an experience they will 
never forget. 

Ultimately, Angels Club has achieved 
incredible success since it first opened, 
and the future looks bright for this luxurious 
Gentlemen’s Club. As an increasing number 
of hotels open in Copenhagen and the city 
becomes a hub for international tourism and 
commercial ventures, the establishment 
foresees even greater success over the years 
ahead, and as such it will continue to enhance 
its service offering with a view to providing 
both existing and future guests with the most 
exclusive experience possible. 

Visit Angels Club and explore the venue at  
www.angelsclub.dk/en/
Company: Angels Club
Address: Nørregade 1, 1165 Copenhagen
Telephone Number: +45 33 115 666
Web Address: www.angelsclub.dk
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